
A Solution for Women Who Do Too Much 
Janet M. Neal is a “Reformed Superwoman” who has learned how to lead a 

“should free”, productive, joyful, and powerful life,  
and believes all women can do the same.  

Following a career in education, Janet spent 19 years as a global client rep for IBM, where 
she founded IBM NJ’s first work/life balance initiative in 1995. With a newly found passion for 
addressing work/life balance issues, she left the corporate life and started her own 
coaching and consulting firm. Janet’s work with women entrepreneurs led her in 2007 to 
found “The Professional Women's Center”, addressing the desire on the part of women to 
connect but having no facility designed to allow it. Years later, seeing world problems and 
knowing that women had the power to address them, Janet founded The Superbwoman, 
Inc., whose mission is to provide women with the resources and opportunities to step into 
their innate power, for the betterment of all. Today she provides coaching, training and 
speaking services through her books, workshops and one-to-one sessions. 
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Why “Superbwoman”? 

“Women have the 
power to change the 
world in an 
instant…when they 
realize it.” 

When I grew up, the ideal was to be 
a Superwoman: A woman who 
could do it all, do it by herself and do 
it perfectly. The emphasis was on the 
DOING. I tried – really hard – and 
discovered the futility of that goal. It 
was a life based on “should”: 
something that someone or 
something outside of myself had 
deemed correct and I was taking it 
on, unexamined, as if it was true for 
me. Doing that resulted in guilt, stress, 
frustration and burn out. And I am 
not alone in discovering this.  

You’ve heard it before: We are 
Human BEINGS, not Human DOINGS. 

It’s time that women, in particular, 
step into their power and put the 
resulting positive energy back into 
the world for the betterment of all. 
We need it. It is time women had a 
new ideal – one that encouraged 
them to BE first, then DO.  

It is time for women to BE Superb. It is 
time for The Superbwoman.  

It’s all about the BE…

 

HOW TO CONTACT JANET: 
Phone: 973.748.5100 

Email: janet@thesuperbwoman.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/thesuperbwoman 

Twitter: @thesuperbwoman 

Instagram: @thesuperbwoman_book 

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/janetmneal
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